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Abstract

Segmented three-dimensional echo planar imaging (3D-EPI) provides higher image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than standard single-shot
two-dimensional echo planar imaging (2D-EPI), but is more sensitive to physiological noise. The aim of this study was to compare
physiological noise removal efficiency in single-shot 2D-EPI and segmented 3D-EPI acquired at 7 Tesla. Two approaches were investigated
based either on physiological regressors (PR) derived from cardiac and respiratory phases, or on principal component analysis (PCA) using
additional resting-state data. Results show that, prior to physiological noise removal, 2D-EPI data had higher temporal SNR (tSNR), while
spatial SNR was higher in 3D-EPI. Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) sensitivity was similar for both methods. The PR-based approach
allowed characterization of relative contributions from different noise sources, confirming significant increases in physiological noise from
2D to 3D prior to correction. Both physiological noise removal approaches produced significant increases in tSNR and BOLD sensitivity, and
these increases were larger for 3D-EPI, resulting in higher BOLD sensitivity in the 3D-EPI than in the 2D-EPI data. The PCA-based approach
was the most effective correction method, yielding higher tSNR values for 3D-EPI than for 2D-EPI postcorrection.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

High-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides
considerable improvements in image signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) [1], potentially allowing for higher sensitivity and
spatial resolution in blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD)
functional MRI (fMRI). However, the increase of noise from
non-thermal sources, including physiological processes aswell
as spontaneous neural activity and subject motion, imposes an
asymptotic limit on the achievable temporal SNR (tSNR)
[2–4]. Great effort has therefore been dedicated to the
characterization and correction of physiological noise [5–11].
Several types of physiological signal fluctuations have been
identified: (a) quasi-periodic signal oscillations due to the
pulsatility of blood flow in the brain and magnetic field
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changes induced by respiratory motion [5]; (b) nonperiodic
fluctuations due to low-frequency drifts in end-tidal CO2 (a
potent vasodilator), caused by subtle, naturally occurring
changes in breathing rate and depth [6]; (c) nonperiodic
fluctuations due to cross-beat changes in heart rate (affecting
cerebral hemodynamics, namely, oxyhemoglobin concentra-
tion), which may occur in several frequency bands [7].

Besides the field strength, B0, the noise characteristics of
fMRI can be affected by imaging parameters such as the
echo time (TE), the flip angle [4], the voxel volume [12] or
the imaging sequence.

Commonlyused two-dimensionalechoplanar imaging (2D-
EPI) techniques tend to present increasingly longer single
volume acquisition times at higher fields, as a result of the
possibility of achieving higher spatial resolution. This is further
encouraged by studies showing that physiological noise
contributions can be minimized by reducing voxel size [13].
Furthermore, thinner slices have the advantage of reduced
signal loss due to through-slice dephasing, but result in higher
numbers of slices per volume for adequate coverage.
Segmented three-dimensional EPI (3D-EPI) has recently been
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proposed as a promising technique for high-resolution fMRI at
ultra-high fields, in which one k-space plane is acquired after
eachexcitationpulse [14].Whenoptimizing the signalusing the
Ernst angle, 3D-EPI offers superior image SNR relative to
standard 2D-EPI due to the whole-volume radio-frequency
(RF) excitations [14], which can be traded for higher spatial
resolution and offer lower specific absorption rate (SAR) levels
due to the smaller optimal flip angle [15]. More importantly, it
allows parallel imaging acceleration in two spatial dimensions,
significantly reducing total volume acquisition times. In 2D-
EPI, acceleration in the slice-encoding direction can be
achieved either by time multiplexing, in which case signals
from different slices are refocused at different times within an
EPI echo train [16], or bymultislice simultaneous excitation, in
which case the different slices are separated thanks to the
varying coil profiles [17,18]. The first method has a penalty in
terms of increased distortion artifacts (arising from the longer
echo trainneeded), and asbothmethods relyon the excitationof
an increasednumberof slicesper unitof time, theyhaveanSAR
penalty that can make their use prohibitive at high field
strengths. Despite the 3D-EPI advantages in terms of spatial
SNR (sSNR), physiological noise contributions appear to
increase in functional data, thus compromising potential tSNR
increases [14,15,19]. This disadvantage becomes more impor-
tant at ultra-highfields, given the above-mentioneddependence
of physiological noise contributions on B0 [2–4]. Several
physiological noise removal strategies have been developed.
One group relies on inclusion of physiological information in
the general linear model (GLM), depending on assumptions
regarding the influence of physiological processes on BOLD
signals and requiring physiological data acquisition simulta-
neously with fMRI [5–7,9]. These methods are applicable to
resting-state data as well as task-driven fMRI, and allow the
characterization of physiological signal contributions.All three
physiological noise components mentioned in the first
paragraph can be separately modeled and removed with this
methodology. Another powerful approach for task-driven
fMRI involves the identification of physiological signal
fluctuations with the aid of a separately acquired resting-state
data set [10].Here, all correlated signalfluctuationsunrelated to
the external stimulus are addressed simultaneously, including
spontaneous signal fluctuations.

The present work aims to compare physiological noise
characteristics in standard 2D-EPI and 3D-EPI data, acquired
at 7 Tesla, and test physiological noise correction methods
for BOLD fMRI. A physiological regressor (PR)-based
approach [9] and a principal component analysis (PCA)-
based approach [10] were applied to both data types.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data acquisition

Ten healthy subjects (aged 26±4 years, four males, six
females) were studied, with approval from the institutional
review board of the local ethics committee, and provided
written informed consent. One subject was excluded from PR-
based analysesdue to corrupted physiological recordings, and a
second subject was excluded from both PR-based and PCA-
based analyses due to a lack of significant activation in 2Ddata.

Each subject underwent four fMRI runs, counterbalanced
across subjects: rest with eyes closed (Rest), visual localizer
paradigm (Loc) acquired with a 2D-EPI or a 3D-EPI
sequence. The localizer paradigm consisted of the visual
presentation of faces (F), houses (H), objects (O) and
scrambled objects (S), separated by fixation periods, in a
block design of 18s blocks [20,21].

MRI data were acquired using a 7 Tesla/680-mm scanner
(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), with an
eight-channel head array coil (RAPID Biomedical GmbH,
Germany). For each fMRI run, 112 volumes were acquired
from a region covering the primary and ventral visual cortex.
Multislice single-shot 2D-EPI volumes consisted of 40 inter-
leaved 2mm thick slices with a volume acquisition time of
3.2s (TR2D/α2D=3200ms/63°–65°). In segmented 3D-EPI, a
seven-lobe sinc pulse was used to obtain a good slab selection
profile; 40 k-space planes were sequentially encoded, with a
single k-space segment measured after each RF excitation,
followed by application of a crusher gradient, with a volume
acquisition time of 3.2s (TR3D/α3D=80ms/18°). Although
spurious echo formation is not a problem at TR=80ms [15],
RF spoiling was also applied to avoid instability of the
transverse steady-state magnetization [19]. The TE (25ms),
parallel imaging acceleration factor (GeneRalized Autocali-
brating Partially Parallel Acquisitions (GRAPPA)=2 for the
in-plane phase-encoding direction), matrix size (104×104),
field of view (210×210mm2) and resolution (2mm isotropic)
were kept the same for both techniques.

Whole-brain structural images for anatomical reference
were acquired using the MP2RAGE sequence, a modified
magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE)
sequence that generates two image sets at different inversion
times for bias field compensation [22], with 1×1×1mm3

spatial resolution. Single-volume whole-brain 2D-EPI im-
ages (104×104×80 voxels, 2×2×2mm3 spatial resolution,
TE=25ms, α2D=65°) were acquired to aid spatial co-
registration, providing more coverage and thus anatomical
landmarks than the fMRI data sets.

Respiratory amplitude and pulse oximetry levels were
recorded at a 50Hz sampling rate simultaneously with the
fMRI acquisition, utilizing the respiratory belt and pulse
oximeter provided with the MRI scanner.

2.2. MRI data analysis

Data analysis was performed with the FMRIB Software
Library (FSL 4.1.2, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) and
routines implemented in Matlab for the optimization steps
(http://www.mathworks.com). Following a set of common
preprocessing steps, two analysis approaches were employed
for physiological noise characterization and correction: a
PR-based [9] and a PCA-based [10] approach.

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
http://www.mathworks.com
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2.2.1. General processing steps
Using FSL, Loc and Rest functional images were co-

registered, motion corrected, temporally high-pass filtered
(300s cutoff period), slice timing corrected in the 2D case,
smoothed (3mm Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
Gaussian) and normalized to the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) space. Data were subsequently analyzed with
a conventional GLM regression approach [23]. GLM design
matrices (DMs) included a base set, DM0, with stimulus and
slow drift regressors. For the Loc data analysis, this matrix
comprised the four visual stimuli convolved with a standard
hemodynamic response function, their temporal derivatives
and a set of slow drift regressors to measure the contribution
of drift components in the time courses. For the Rest data
analysis, DM0 contained only slow drift regressors. GLM
analyses were followed by activation clustering, using a Z
threshold of 2.3 and a cluster p threshold of 0.05 [24].

2.2.2. Region of interest (ROI) definition
Voxel-based results were averaged across subject- and

acquisition type-specific ROIs: two active regions (ROIAct1
and ROIAct2, Fig. 1), a gray matter region (ROIGM), a white
matter region (ROIWM) and a background region (ROIBG).
For ROIAct1, the global contrast F+H+O+S vs. fixation
(FHOSNb) was used to identify the visual cortex; for
ROIAct2, the more specific contrast F vs. H+O+S (FNHOS)
was used to identify cortical areas specifically responding to
faces. ROIAct1 and ROIAct2 were determined as the binary
intersection between a visual cortex mask and the FHOSNb
cluster, and the intersection of a ventral visual cortex mask
with the FNHOS cluster, respectively. While not mutually
exclusive, these two functional activation ROIs correspond
to different types of regions commonly detected in fMRI
experiments: a more confined and an extended active region.
They were considered in order to test the effectiveness of the
correction approaches as a function of the spatial specificity
Fig. 1. Active and reference ROIs obtained for an example subject: (A) ROIAct1 (re
covers a large part of the occipital lobe. (B) ROIAct2 (red) and ROIRef2 (blue). Th
inferior visual cortex that respond to faces. All ROIs are displayed overlaid on sli
of a given BOLD response. This is particularly important for
high-resolution fMRI studies, which frequently seek very
specific functional responses in small brain areas. ROIWM

and ROIBG were defined as 8×8 voxel squares placed,
respectively, in parietal white matter brain regions or outside
the brain in regions not affected by Nyquist ghosting. Two
reference ROIs (ROIRef1 and ROIRef2), further described in
Section 2.2.4, were used during PCA-based analyses and are
also shown in Fig. 1.

2.2.3. PR-based analysis
The PR-based approach [9] involved the extraction ofGLM

regressors fromphysiological signal recordings. For each fMRI
run, a second-order RETROICOR (Image-based method for
retrospective correction of physiological motion effects in
fMRI) regressor set,witha totalofeight regressors [5,9], a single
respirationvolumeperunit time(RVT)regressor[6]andasingle
cardiac rate (CR)regressor [7]weregenerated.Prior toregressor
extraction,respiratoryamplitudeandpulseoximetrysignalpeak
detection was done using a wavelet-based algorithm adapted
fromRef. [25]. The temporal middle of the volume acquisition
wasusedfordefinitonofthephasesoftherespirationandcardiac
cycle in both the 2D-EPI and 3D-EPI data. Temporal shifts
relative to the fMRI time courses were optimized for CR and
RVTregressors inorder to account for delay effects or feedback
mechanisms involving bloodCO2 levels and respiratory rate as
inRefs. [6,7].Thedevelopedregressorsetswerethenselectively
groupedwithDM0inorder tobuildsixnestedregressionmodels
for GLM analysis, as follows:

DM1 = DM0 rRETRc½ �
DM2 = DM0 rRETRr½ �
DM3 = DM0 rRETR½ �
DM4 = DM3 rCR½ �
DM5 = DM3 rRVT½ �
DM6 = DM3 rCR rRVT½ �

; ð1Þ
d) and ROIRef1 (blue). The active region for the FHOSNb contrast, ROIAct1
e active region for the FNHOS contrast, ROIAct2, includes only parts of the
ces taken from a volume of the fMRI data set they were generated from.
,
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where rRETRc and rRETRr stand for the cardiac and respiratory
part of RETROICOR, respectively, and rCR and rRVT represent
the CR and RVT regressors. The contributions of different
regressorsmay then be estimated from these nestedmodels and
used to characterize the noise as in Ref. [9].

2.2.4. PCA-based analysis
This approach followed the methodology described in

Ref. [10], with a few relevant modifications consisting of the
following steps:

1. preprocessing of fMRI data as described in
Section 2.2.1;

2. in Rest data sets, mapping of the correlation coefficient
between the average signal time course of ROIAct1 or
ROIAct2 and the remaining brain voxels;

3. definition of ROIRef1 and ROIRef2 by selecting all
voxels with correlation coefficients above pcor=50% of
the maximum in each case (determined as the value
yielding maximum average adjusted coefficient of
determination, R2

adj, values);
4. in Loc data sets, application of PCA to the voxel time

courses in ROIRef1 and ROIRef2, and selection of the 18
[10] eigenvectors associated to the largest eigenvalues
in each case;

5. creation of 10 (determined in order to reduce
processing time while maintaining acceptable statisti-
cal significance) additional vector sets obtained by
randomizing the original PCA-derived eigenvectors,
while preserving the original spectral power density
(this was performed by taking the Fourier transform of
each vector and replacing the phase of each complex
Fourier component by a random value uniformly
distributed between −π and π);

6. orthogonalization of each the 10+1 eigenvector sets
with respect to the localizer DM0 regressor set;

7. creation of a PCA design matrix DMPCA=[DM0
Loc

rPCA], where rPCA contains the 18 orthogonalized
PCA eigenvectors;

8. creation of 10 randomized (RND) design matrices
DMRND=[DM0

Loc rRND], where rRND represents each
of 10 randomized versions of rPCA;

9. GLM analysis of Loc data using each of the created
DM variants.

2.2.5. Outcome measures
In order to quantify the amount of signal information

explained by a specific DM, the adjusted coefficient of
determination,R2

adj, and the percentage of variance explained,
VE, were used [7]. Theoretically, R2

adj is independent of the
numberof degrees of freedom(DOF) in themodel, allowing for
comparisons between different-sized models. Results were
averaged across ROIAct1 for noise characterization because it
was larger and more consistent across subjects than ROIAct2;
moreover, ROIAct2 is in general contained in ROIAct1, and no
important differences are expected between the two ROIs in
terms of noise composition (i.e., the relative contributions from
different physiological noise sources for total signal variance).
Noise characteristics were evaluated in terms of sSNR and
tSNR. The sSNR was calculated as the ratio between average
signal intensity in ROIWM and standard deviation in ROIBG,
averaged across time. No corrections for the Rayleigh noise
distributions were applied as all values were in the high-SNR
regime [26]. For computation of the tSNR, each voxel time
coursey inROIAct1ofLocdatawas initiallyfit to thebasemodel,
base model+PCA regressors or base model+PRs, and the
resulting approximation y′ was subtracted from the original
signaly. The tSNR ineachvoxelwas thencalculated as the ratio
between themean and the standard deviation of y–y′, and these
voxel-specific values were finally averaged across ROIAct1.

Two measures of BOLD sensitivity were obtained:
contrast estimation variance [27], averaged across ROIAct1
or ROIAct2, and the number of active voxels (ZN2.3,
cluster pb0.05).

For statistical testing, one-, two- or three-way analyses of
variance (ANOVA) were used, with factors defined as ac-
quisition technique (2D, 3D), run type (Loc, Rest) and cor-
rection model (DMRND, DMPCA, or DM0, DM6, depending on
the type of approach). The significance threshold used was
pb0.05.
3. Results

Activation analysis performed with the two functional
contrasts revealed the expected anatomical locations in all
subjects: the visual cortex for the global FHOSNb contrast
and the face-specific cortical areas for the FNHOS contrast
(consistent with reports in the literature [20]). This is
illustrated for the 2D data of a single subject in Fig. 1,
showing ROIAct1 and ROIAct2 as obtained with the localizer
base model DM0

Loc.

3.1. Physiological noise characterization

Physiological noise components were assessed in terms of
their relative contributions to signal variance; the variance
explained by each regressor set from the PR-based analysis is
presented in Fig. 2. The “other” noise contributions include
all contributions that are not captured in the used regressors,
such as thermal noise fluctuation, spontaneous BOLD signal
changes, subject motion and non-stable image artifacts. Both
2D-EPI and 3D-EPI show a significant contribution from
physiological noise sources. From 2D to 3D, significant
increases were observed in relative contributions from total
physiological noise accompanied by decreases in relative
contributions from “other” sources. Within physiological
noise, RETROICOR contributions (cardiac and respiratory)
increased significantly from 2D to 3D, while those from CR
and RVT both decreased. The contribution of “other”
sources to absolute variance can be estimated as follows:
the noise percentage from “other” sources was 61% in 2D-
EPI and 46% in 3D-EPI. The inverse of temporal SNR may
serve as a noise measure when assuming that signal strength
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a 16% higher variance from “other” noise sources in 2D-EPI
relative to 3D-EPI.

3.2. Physiological noise correction

The outcome measures obtained for the full PR-based
model (including all eight regressors) and the RND and
PCA-based models, as well as for the base model DM0, are
presented in Fig. 3.

As expected, sSNR was significantly higher in 3D (86±8)
than 2D (50±3) acquisitions. Although tSNR (Fig. 3A) was
lower in 3D than 2D for the base model, it increased
significantly with both PR- and PCA-based corrections.
tSNR post-correction was higher for 3D than for 2D data,
signifying that corrections were more effective in 3D data.
This observation is supported by a significant interaction
effect between acquisition technique and correction model
in PCA analyses and the same trend for PR correction. As
these values were obtained from the Loc data, residual
stimulus-induced signal fluctuations may remain and
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Fig. 4. An example of changes in Z statistic activation maps of 2D and 3D Loc data from a representative subject analyzed with base and PR-derived linear
models, considering (A) an FHOSNb contrast or (B) an FNHOS contrast. Activation maps are shown overlaid on a volume of the data set from which they were
generated. An axial slice (z=16 for FHOSNb or z=7 for FNHOS) and a sagittal slice (x=52 for FHOSNb or x=73 for FNHOS) are shown.
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influence tSNR values, and although valid for comparisons,
the numbers should be interpreted with some caution.

The information explained by each GLM, R2
adj (Fig.3B),

was significantly higher for both PR- and PCA-based models
relative to the base model, in both 2D and 3D data.
Importantly, PCA models, unlike RND models, explained
significantly more information in 3D than in 2D. The R2

adj

values were similar between DM0 and RND models, but
were significantly different from those of PCA models.
Because RND analyses have the same number of DOF as
PCA analyses, but explain the data as well as the DM0

analyses, the improvement observed from DM0 to PCA
models cannot be attributed to the decrease in DOF.

Analogous trends were observed in the analysis of BOLD
sensitivity for the general visual contrast, FHOSNb, and the
faces-specific contrast, FNHOS (Fig. 3C–F). These effects
were statistically significant in the PCA-based analysis but
not the PR-based analysis. The estimation variance of the
base models (or the RND models in the PCA analysis) was
higher in 3D than 2D, but the decreases observed from base
Fig. 5. An example of changes in Z statistic activation maps of 2D and 3D Loc data from a representative subject analyzed with RND and PCA-derived linea
models, considering (A) an FHOSNb contrast or (B) an FNHOS contrast. Activation maps are shown overlaid on a volume of the data set from which they were
generated. An axial slice (z=16 for FHOSNb or z=7 for FNHOS) and a sagittal slice (x=52 for FHOSNb or x=73 for FNHOS) are shown. The image quality of
the 3D-EPI images is comparable to that of the standard 2D-EPI images. This is in agreement with recent publications on 3D-EPI ([14,15]) that report, among
other characteristics, comparable Nyquist ghost levels for 2D and 3D-EPI data.
to PR models and from RND to PCA models were such that
both PR- and PCA-based models showed similar estimation
variances for the two acquisition types. As expected, the
estimation variance and number of active voxels obtained
with the base model DM0

Loc were different from those of
RND models, which may be explained by the fact that these
outcome measures do depend on the DOF in each linear
model. The number of active voxels increased significantly
from base to PR models and from RND to PCA models, and
this increase was significantly larger in 3D than in 2D data,
so that corrected 3D data showed more active voxels than
corrected 2D data.

The trends observed in the sensitivity measures agree with
the activation maps obtained for both contrasts, examples of
which are presented in Fig. 4 (PR-based analysis) and Fig. 5
(PCA-based analysis). For the FHOSNb contrast, visual
cortex activation is visible in all cases, but with higher
Z-scores for 3D compared to 2D and for full compared
to base models. Regarding the FNHOS contrast, activation of
face-selective areas is detected in all cases— however, in the
r

image of Fig.�5
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example shown, a cluster in the left occipital face-selective
area can only be detected in 3D data after PR- or PCA-based
correction. Specifically, as compared to PR model maps
(Fig. 4), the corresponding PCA model maps (Fig. 5) show
higher statistical significance.
4. Discussion

In this work, segmented 3D-EPI was compared to standard
2D-EPI in terms of the noise characteristics and efficiency of
physiological noise removal in fMRI data acquired at 7 Tesla
with both methods. Two physiological noise removal
approaches were tested, both improving tSNR and BOLD
sensitivity. One approach was based on physiological
regressors derived from simultaneously acquired cardiac and
respiratory signals, and the other relied on PCA of activation
data using additional resting-state data. While it has already
been shown that 3D-EPI provides advantages over 2D-EPI in
a thermal-noise-dominated regime [14,15], in this study,
benefits in the physiological-noise-dominated regime are
demonstrated given appropriate correction.

The spatial resolution of 2×2×2mm3 used in this study is
higher than the 3×3×3mm3 voxel size commonly used in
fMRI at lower field strengths [28]. High resolution is
beneficial at 7 Tesla because thick slices imply significant
signal losses (especially for 2D-EPI) due to through-slice
dephasing in regions with significant magnetic field gradi-
ents. On the other hand, the chosen voxel size reflects the
higher spatial resolution achievable at 7 Tesla [29,30], while
enabling nearly whole-brain coverage in a reasonable TR. As
even close to 1mm3 resolution 7 Tesla data benefit from
physiological noise removal [28], significant changes upon
correction were expected for both 2D and 3D data in our case.
In this study, it is shown that, upon correction, data from 3D
acquisitions have superior BOLD sensitivity compared to 2D
data in terms of estimation variance, number of active voxels
and tSNR.

4.1. Physiological noise characterization

Our results show that relative physiological noise
contributions increase from 2D to 3D data, while drift
contributions remain fairly similar and other noise sources
decrease. These findings are consistent with previous studies
[15] indicating that, while image SNR is superior in 3D-EPI,
physiological noise contributions also become more impor-
tant and explain a larger fraction of total signal variance. It
should be noted that the 2D results here obtained for PRs,
although derived from R2

adj values comparable in outcome
to those of RND regressors, were in close agreement to those
of a previous study [9] regarding the contributions from slow
drift, physiological noise as a whole and other sources. For
3D-EPI, the PRs were significantly more effective at
characterizing the noise than RND regressors, demonstrating
that the PRs were valid data denoisers. Within physiological
noise, it can be observed that RETROICOR components are
in fact the only ones whose relative contributions increase
from 2D to 3D, with those from CR and RVT becoming
smaller. This observation suggests that the adopted 3D
technique is specifically more sensitive to rapidly fluctuating
noise from cardiac and/or respiratory phase-induced oscil-
lations rather than to lower-frequency noise related to cardiac
and/or respiratory rate fluctuations.

The high statistical significance of the interaction between
acquisition technique and correction model for all measured
variables related to BOLD sensitivity suggests that the
physiological regressors used, particularly RETROICOR,
were more effective in 3D, possibly due to its properties
regarding slice timing differences: in 3D-EPI, each voxel
signal can be considered to have originated almost solely from
the time point in which the kz=0 plane was acquired.
Furthermore, the neighboring planes kz=1 and −1, which
have the highest energy, are acquired within 100ms and will
have approximately the same cardiac and respiratory phase;
hence, the same RETROICOR regressor is adequate for the
whole volume. In contrast, in typical 2D-EPI acquisitions for
fMRI, each slice is acquired at a significantly different time
instant, thus theoretically requiring the use of slice-specific
physiological regressors. This limitation becomes further
complicated by the fact that the preliminary step of motion
correction tends to distort slice acquisition times, thus
requiring both effects to be accounted for simultaneously
[31]. Note that neither of these observations is valid for
segmented 2D-EPI, in which both neighboring k-space lines
and neighboring slices are acquired distantly in time, resulting
in further aliasing of the physiological signal fluctuations.

The inherently different acquisition strategies of 2D-EPI
and 3D-EPI make it impossible to match all the acquisition
parameters. In this study, the acquisition time per volume
and brain coverage were kept constant, while the flip angle
and TR were adapted for each sequence, as in previously
reported experiments [14,15]. This meant that, while under-
sampling of cardiac and respiratory rates is equal for both
sequences, the inflow of fresh spins may be different.
However, the ROI chosen was contained mostly in central
slices where inflow is expected to be minimal.

4.2. Physiological noise correction

Regarding the PCA- and PR-based approaches to noise
correction, our results indicate that both methods improve
the explaining power of linear models and their sensitivity to
stimuli-induced neural activation. The PCA-based correction
was found to be the most effective (with greater and
statistically significant improvements in all detection
sensitivity measures). This could be attributed to the more
general nature of the PCA-based regressors, which are not
limited to physiological noise related to the cardiac and
respiratory function but can include any other vascular or
neuronal coupling existing between the ROI and other brain
regions. Differences observed between 2D and 3D results
may be influenced to a certain extent by slice timing
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differences — in the PR-based approach, due to the high-
frequency nature of RETROICOR regressors, and in the
PCA-based approach, due to the fact that spatial correlations
of high-frequency noise become less evident between voxels
of distant slices than between those of neighboring slices.
Slice timing correction, as applied in 2D-EPI in this study,
relies on fMRI signal interpolation to compensate for timing
differences in slice acquisition. This commonly adopted
measure [6,7,9,10], although not accounting for the
deleterious effects of motion correction, has proved to be
adequate for the time scale of signal contributions associated
with typical stimulation paradigms. On the other hand, it
should not be able to deal correctly with physiological signal
fluctuations, as these are undersampled at typical fMRI TR
values. In a previous study conducted with experimental 2D-
EPI data processed with motion correction, followed by
RETROICOR and slice timing correction or vice versa [31],
the noise reduction efficacy of RETROICOR was found to
decrease only by a small amount with timing errors
introduced either by slice acquisition alone or by motion
correction, thus suggesting that this issue may not play a
major role in the trends observed.

The paradigm used in this work included the evaluation of a
large brain region (the visual cortex, through the FHOS
contrast) as well as a more restricted brain region (the face-
specific areasof thevisual cortex, through theFNHOS contrast).
The fact that the results are consistent between regions suggests
that the physiological noise removal should yield higher
sensitivity in 3D-EPI over 2D-EPI in general, unrelated to the
paradigm. Moreover, the fact that similar improvements in
estimation variance and number of active voxels were obtained
in both cases also indicates that the effectiveness of the adopted
correction methods scales with ROI size and specificity — an
aspect that is particularly important for the PCA-based
approach, which strongly depends on the information provided
by the “active” and “reference” ROIs.

While this study focused on the ability to characterize
physiological noise in standard whole-brain functional data
with an effective repetition time (N2 s) that is not able to
accurately sample physiological noise, future work could be
directed to the study of the implications of temporal
acceleration of these techniques. Recently proposed multi-
plexed 2D-EPI [18] or 3D-EPI with acceleration on the
parallel imaging in the z-direction [14] allow the reduction of
the effective TR to less than 1s. The increased spatial
resolution and associated reduction in SNR imply an overall
reduction in physiological noise, although the decreased
partial volume averaging may potentially increase the
physiological noise in individual voxels. Together with its
better temporal sampling, this will open new opportunities
for correction methodologies.

4.3. Conclusion

Both the PR- and the PCA-based methods adopted for
physiological noise correction were able to improve
temporal SNR and BOLD sensitivity of segmented 3D-EPI
to levels superior to those of corrected standard 2D-EPI, thus
partially recovering the expected SNR advantages of 3D
acquisitions. Hence, the 3D-EPI technique under study does
have the potential to become a sensitive and useful tool for
fMRI studies as long as its physiological noise-related
limitations are adequately dealt with.
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